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Writing: A Thinking Process*

Why teaching writing is different
from teaching other language skills.

For some years linguists have been
writing textbooks designed to teach
foreign students spoken English. But
only recently, as teachers have found
that many students want and need
to learn how to write English as well
as to speak it, have linguistically-
oriented textbooks designed to teach
written English appeared. These text-
books have a number of approaches,
from variations on the "copybook"
method at one end of the spectrum to
the "free composition" method at the
other end. No doubt most of you have
tried some of these approaches, and, I
suspect, found all of them lacking in
some way. In my experience, this lack
has always been in efficiency. None of
the textbooks so far published seems
to teach anything that cannot be
learned from other ESOL courses: from
courses in oral production, grammar,
or reading.

Obviously, grammar, aural compre-
hension, reading, and even oral produc-
tion are to varying degrees involved in
writing. Certainly we cannot teach a
writing course which never touches on
these areas. But at the same time
teaching a writing course which covers
only these areas is redundant. Given
the limited time most of us have to
teach students as much as we can
about English, we ought to, if purely
for efficiency's sake, use a method
which teaches the students something

* This paper was presented at the TESOL
Convention, April /967.

Mrs. Arapoff is an instructor at the En-
glish Language Institute, University of
Hawaii.
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they will not learn in their other
courses; something they cannot learn
from conscientiously translating vocal
symbols into orthographic ones, from
oral or wriitten pattern practice, or from
reading; i.e., a method which em-
phasizes that which is unique to
writing.

Writing is much more than an
orthographic symbolization of speech;
it is, most importantly, a purposeful
selection and organization of expe-
rience. By experience I mean all
thoughtsfacts, opinions, or ideas
whether acquired first-herd (through
direct perceptions and/or actions) or
second-hand (through reading or hear-
say). This includes all kinds of writing
from the poem to the scientific experi-
ment, for all have a purpose and an
organized body of selected facts, opin-
ions, or ideas. How clear the purpose,
and how relevant and well-organized
the facts, determines the effectiveness
of the writing.

Since, then, learning to write does
not just involve learning to use ortho-
graphic symbols, but primarily how to
select and organize experience accord-
ing to a certain purpose, it follows that
teaching our students to write is dif-
ferent in a very important way from
teaching them to speak or teaching
them to use grammar. A purposeful
selection and organization of experi-
ence requires active thought. When
riting, the students must keep in

mind their purpose, think about the
facts they will need to select which are
relevant to that purpose, and think
about how to organize those facts in a
coherent fashion. The process of learn-
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ing to mite is largely a process of
learning to think more clearly.

On the other hand, learning to speak
and learning grammar essentially in-
volve learning not to think. The goal
is to form habits; the procedure is to
drill the students on pronunciation or
grammar to the point where they will
no longer have to think about what
they are saying. It is more than likely
that the habit-forming process which
students of oral English and grammar
must go through interferes with the
process of learning to write well.

And the students don't learn to
write via a reading course either. Al-
though, unlike pronunciation and
grammatical production, the process of
reading requires thought, it does not,
as does writing, also require activity.
Reading is a passive process while writ-
ing is active. Although they can learn
through reading how various writers
have selected and organized facts in
order to carry out a specific purpose,
the students themselves must ultimate-
ly be forced to undergo the intense
mental activity involved in working out
their own problems of selection and
organization if they are ever really go-
ing to learn to write. This is why the
copybook approach, which requires
that the students copy or emulate cer-
tain writings, doesn't work very well,
for while it does require that the stu-
dents memorize structures, thereby in-
creasing their grammatical ability, and
perhaps even teaching them something
about style, it does not require them to
do much thinking.

Because the combination of thought
and activity are unique to writing, we
must in planning a writing curriculum
devise exercises which necessitate in-
tense concentration. While grammar

and reading are both certainly indis-
pensable to such a curriculum, they
must be presented in such a way that
students will learn to use them as tools.
For example, one of the first things
they will have to learn is that writing
has certain structural differences from
speech. One difference is that writing
generally has longer sentenceswhat
might be two or three sentences in
speech is often only one sentence in
writing. So the students should learn
how to combine the short sentences of
spoken English by modification, or by
using sentence connectors of various
kinds (conjunctions, words like how-
ever, therefore, phrases like in the first
place, etc.). This involves learning
grammar, but the students should
learn to consciously select and use vari-
ous ammatical devices with which to
combine sentences as the problems
arise in a writing situation: e.g., when
they convert a dialog or narration into
a paraphrase.

Of course, one of the biggest prob-
lems in teaching writing is that the
students must have facts and ideas in
order to write and that these must be
manifested in the form of grammati-
cal English sentences. But if we allow
them to use the facts and ideas gained
from their first-hand experiences, they
will think of these in their own lan-
guage and thc - try to translate them
word-for-ww.a into English, often with
most ungrammatical results. This is
why the free composition approach to
teaching writing is just as unsatisfac-
tory as the copybook method, but in
a different way. The students make
so many grammatical errors that their
compositions lose much of the original
meaning.

We can, however, avoid the prob.
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lems caused by the students' limited
knowledge of grammar and of the
idioms of English by requiring that
instead of using the facts of first-hand
experience, they use second-hand facts
gained through the vicarious experi-
ence of ..ending. Since what is unique
in learning to write is not so much
learning to state facts as it is to use
them, we can give our students the
facts they will be required to use in
the form of reading assignments. By
using sentences gleaned from reading
they can avoid making grammatical
errors and actively concentrate on the
purposeful selection and organization
of these sentences; i.e., they can con-
centrate on thinking.

A New Method for Teaching Writing

Contending, then, that learning to
write is a process whereby students
learn to 1.1SP arnmar and facts as
tools in carry gig out a particular pur-
pose, we are confronted with the ques-
tion of precisely how we are going to
teach them to do this. Obviously,
just as writing is a process, so too is
the teaching of writing. We must pro-
ceed by stages from simple to com-
plex. Because we cannot expect stu-
dents to learn all there is to learn
about writing at once, or even in a
short time, we must in some way con-
trol the complexity of the writing they
will be expected to do at various learn-
ing stages.

We can do this by controlling the
purpose of the writing, for it is large-
ly the purpose the writer must im-
plement which determines the com-
plexity of the selecting and organizing
process. While a purpose of some sort
is inherent in any kind of writing, it
is the writing with an explicit rather

N.P.1400"TrftPyr.
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than an implicit purpose that we
should teach: i.e., expository prose.
This kind of writing, because it "ex-
poses its purpose, lends itself much
more easily to an- -smis than does
writing with an imi _it purpose (i.e.,
"fiction" or "literature" or "creative
writing"), and therefore it is easier to
teach. Too, expository prose is the
only kind of writing that the students
will need to use in their school work
(except for assignments given in cer-
tain specialized English courses).
Finally, the students will learn a great
deal about all kinds of writing from
learning to write good expository
prose.

There are r,ughly three types of
expository prose that students regular-
ly use in school: these are lecture and
reading notes, answers to examination
questions, and research or critical pa-
pers. Each type has a different gen-
eral purpose: note-taking is intended
to report the facts, answering exam
questions to explain them, and paper-
writing to evaluate them. Each pur-
posereporting, explaining, and eval-
uatingrequires a selecting and
organizing task of differing complexity.

For example, a student whose as-
signment is to summarize an essay has
a purpose of the first type: reporting.
His summary might begin with an as-
sertion like: "The essay 'We Shall
Overcome' says that the Negro is
slowly making gains in status." This
assertion tells us that the writer will
use facto selected from the essay which
exemplify the Negro's gain in status
and that he will organize them in
much the same order as they appeared
in the essay.

But a student asked in an essay
exam to write on, say, the types of

I
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gains in status the Negro has made
must go through a more complicated
process of selection and organization.
His beginning statement might read:
"The essay, 'We Shall Overcome' lists
gains in status the Negro is making
which can be classified as either ma-
terial or spiritual," and he will have
to explain the facts he selects by or-
ganizing them into two categories
a more complex process than report-
ing, requiring deeper thought.

An assignment which requires that
the student write a paper giving his
opinion of an essay necessitates a still
more complicated selecting and or-
ganizing process. He will have to be-
gin with an assertion like: "The essar
tWe Shall Overcome' is a realistic ap-
praisal of the Negro's gain in status,"
and then he will have to cite evidence
making a case for his opinion; i.e., he
will have to evaluate the facts.

The curriculum for writing, then,
should be planned in accordance with
the three general types of expository
prosc the students will need to use in
school: prose which reports, prose
which explains, and prose which eval-
ates. Of course such a task isn't
simple. Teaching beginners or near-
beginners in English how to summar-
ize, for example, is not a one-step pro-
cess. Before they can do this suc-
cessfully, they must learn to recognize
structural and semantic clues which
identify the important ideas within a
given piece of prose. And the most ef-
ficient way for them to learn to do
this (if we remember that writing in-
volves the unique combination of
thought and activity) is by having
them use such clues in their own writ-
ing. Similarly, teaching reasonably
sophisticated students how to write

essays involves the complex process
of teaching them how to find topics
and sub-topics, how to recognize rel-
evant similarities or differences be-
tween facts, and how to make asser-
tions about their findings. Finally,
teaching even advanced students how
to judge various Wiitten pieces on a
logical basis is a very involved process
which includes teaching them to recog-
nize the two parts of an argument, how
to look for fallacies in these, and how
to compose their own logically sound
arguments.

So, although there may be only three
general types of expository prose,
teaching these is a long process which
takes the students through several
stages of writing, beginning with a
form very close to speechdirect ad-
dressand ending with a form very
differenta footnoted thesis. Natu-
rally, as the purpose of the writing be-
comes more complex, the facts that the
students are given to use must become
more complex also. However, the
teaching process can be most clearly
illustrated by showing how the facts
from one simple six-line dialog could
be used in all stages of writing, from
simple to complex:

Bill: Hi, Mary.
Mary: Hi.
Bill: Where are you going?
Mary: To the beach. Why don't

you come along?
Bill: I think it's going to rain.

Look at those clouds.
Mary: It can't rain again today!

It's rained every day this week.
Direct Address

"Hi, Mary," said Bill.
"Hi," the girl answered.
"Where are you going?" he asked.
"To the beach," Mary replied. "Why

don't you come along?"
"I think it's going to rain." Bill
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pointed. "Look at those clouds."
"It can't rain again today!" his friend

exclaimed. "It's rained every day this
week."

Narration
Bill greeted Mary.
Mary greeted Bill.
He asked her where she was going.
She said that she was going to the

beach. She asked Bill to go along.
He answered that he thought it was

going to rain. He told Mary to look
at the clouds.

Mary said that it couldn't rain again
that day. It had rained every day that
week.

Paraphrase
Exchanging greetings with Mary,

Bill asked her where she was going.
She said that she was going to the
beach, and asked Bill to go along;
however, he said that he thought it
was going to rain, and told Mary to
look at the clouds. But Mary said that
it couldn't rain again that day because
it had rained every day that week.

Summary
When Mary asked Bill to go to the

beach with her, :le said that he thought
it was going to rain, and told her to
look at the clouds. However, she said
that it couldn't rain again that day
since it had rained every day that week.

Factual analysis
Topic #1: Mary
1. Mary asked Bill to go to the beach

with her.
2. She said that it couldn't rain again

that day since it had rained every
day that week.

Topic #2: Bill
1. Bill thougt it was going to rain.
2. He told Mary to look at the clouds.

Akusertion

Bill and Mary had opposite Ideas
about the weather: he was a pessimist
and she was an optimist.

. "THE PESSIMIST VS. THE OPTIMIST!'
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Bill and Mary. had opposite ideas
about the weather: he was a pessimist
and she was an optimist.

When Mary asked Bill to go to the
beach with her one day, he was very
pessimistic, telling her that he thought
it was going to rain, and to look at the
clouds. On the other hand, Mary was
optimistic. She said that it couldn't
rain again that day since it had rained
every day that week.

People like Bill, who notice clouds
in the sky, are pessimists, while people
like Mary, who don't notice them, are
optimists.

Argumentative analysis
Argument #1: premisethere are

clouds in the sky; conclusionit is
going to rain.

Argument #2: premiseit has rained
every day this week; conclusionit
can't rain again today.

Evaluuflon of the arguments
Argument #1 is reasonably sound:

the evidence is both verifiable and
relevant although the conclusion may
be somewhat hasty. Argument #2 is
fallacious: the evidence is verifiable
but irrelevant, or, if relevant, leads to
an opposite conclusion.

Critical review
In the essay "The Pessimist vs. The

Optimist" by in
Bill argued that it was going to rain
because there were clouds in the sky,
while Mary disagreed saying that it
couldn't rain again that day because
it had rained every day that week.
Bill's argument was stronger than
Mary's.

Bill's evidence was both verifiable
and relevant. He said that there were
clouds, which anyone could im-
mediately verify by looking toward the
sky. Since rain occurs only when there
are clouds, certainly the evidence
clouds in the skywas relevant to the
conclusion that it was going to rain.
However, the conclusion may have been
somewhat hasty; it does not always
rain when there are clouds. But Bill's
argument was reasonably sound.
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On the other hand, Mary's argument
was fallacious. Her evidence, like Bill's
was verifiable: one could check with
the Weather Bureau. But from the
fact that it had rained every day that
week it did not follow that it therefore
could not rain again that day; the
evidence was irrelevant. In fact, a
stronger logical case could have been
made for the opposite conclusion: that
because it had rained every other day
that week, it would also rain that day,
since in some areas there is a rainy
season during which it rains almost
every day.

Therefore, Bill's argument was
sounder than Mary's, and from the
evidence given in the essay, the chances
for rain that day were higher than the
chances for a good beach day.

Term paper
Contrasting Opinions About Weather

People are often either pessimists or
optimists about the weather. Evidence
of this is widespread. One example is
the case of Bill and Mary in the essay
"The Pessimist vs. the Op.imist" 1. . .

Each of the above samples of writ-
ing is, of course, the product of several
lessons and "practices." Even learn-
ing to convert a dialog into what ap-
pears to be a simple formdirect
addressinvolves learning a number
of concepts about punctuation, about
speaker identification, about stylistic
variety. Learning to write a narration
involves learning to change verbs to
other tenses, to change first and sec-
ond person pronouns to third person,
to change words like now and here to
then and there, and so forth. A given
lesson, then, is designed to teach just
a few of many concepts that the stu-
dents need to learn at a certain stage
of the writing process.

The following two lessons appear in
the mimeographed textREPORT-
ING THE FACTSwhich we are now

using at the University of Hawaii, and
they illustrate how learning to write
can be a step-by-step process, but at
the same e time an active, thinking one:

LESSON 10

1. Compare the two models below.

Narration:
Liz called Mary. She told her that it

was almost nine o'clock. They had better
drive to school.

Mary told Liz that her car had a flat
tire. They would have to walk. They
would probably be late.

Liz said that she didn't mind being late.
They needed the exercise. It would be
good for them to walk.

Paraphrase:
Liz called Mary, and told her that it

was almost nine o'clock, so they had bet-
ter drive to school. Mary told Liz that
her car had a flat tire; therefore they
would have to walk. They would prob-
ably be late --. a result. Liz said that she
didn't mind being late; besides, they
needed the exercise, so 'it would be good
for them to walk.

2. In what ways are so, therefore, and
as a result similar in grammatical us-
age to and, in addition, and besides?

3. Therefore and as a result occur in the
same position and have the same
punctuation. How does so compare
with them in this?

4. What are some other sentences that
can be connected by so, therefore, and
as a result?

5. Make a paraphrase out of the narra-
tion below. Use so I thereforelas a re-
sult as well as and / in addition /besides
where appropriate.

Liz asked Mary how she liked French
I. She asked her if she was planning to
take French rI the following semester.

Mary said that the teacher gave them
a lot of homework. She had to stay up
late doing it. It was difficult. They also
had to memorize a long list of words for
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each lesson. She didn't like French I. 7.
She wasn't going to take French H.

Liz said that she had been thinking of
faking French. She was glad Mary had
warned her about it. She thought she 8.
would take Spanish instead.

LESSON 11

1. Compare the two models below:

Paraphrase #1:
Liz called Mary, and told her that it

was almost nine o'clock, so they had
better drive to school. Mary told Liz
that her car had a flat tire; therefore they
would have to walk. They would probably
be late as a result. Liz said that she didn't
mind being late; besides, they needed the
exercise, so it would be good for them to
walk.

Paraphrase #2:
Liz called Mary, and told her that they

had better drive to school, for it was al-
most nine o'clock. Mary told Liz that
because her car had a flat tire, and since
they would have to walk, they would
probably be late. Liz said that she didn't
mind being late; besides, it would be
good for them to walk because they
needed the exercise.

2. What are the, differences in the gram-
matical usage of thereforelas a result
and because /since?

3. In what ways are and, so, and for
similar?

4. For /because /since and so/therefore/as
a result indicate cause-effect relation-
ship between two sentences or clauses.
Which words cccur within a sentence
stating the ca "se? The effect?

5. What is the time relationship of a
cause to an effect?

6. Which of the following three sentences
states a cause? An effect? Both a
cause and an effect? Mary told Liz
that her car had a flat tire. They
would have to walk. They would prob-
ably be late.

9.
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What are sume ways of writing the
above three sentences using one or
more of the six cause-effect sentence
connectors?
For /because /since and so /therefore /as
a result do not occur in the same cause-
effect relationship, but they can occur
in the same sentence. Why? Gi IC an
example.
Rewrite the paraphrase you did for
Lesson 10. Use for /because /since in-
stead of so /therefore /as a result. Make
all of the necessary changes in punc-
tuation and word order.

Lessons like these, then, are de-
signed to teach only a small amount
of the writing process at a time, but
to teach it in such a way that the
students learn to think more and more
actively as they progress. They learn
to read more carefully than they have
in the past, for they must compare
two similar but slightly different
models, noting the grammatical and
semant is differences between them.
And they learn to discover reasons
for these differences as they answer
the questions following the readings.
They learn to review constantly in
order to compare and contrast previous
lessons with the current one. Finally,
they learn to make analogies as they
work with an entirely different model,
deciding whether their changes in the
new model are justifiable on the basis
of changes made in the old model.

As they go through the lessons,
then, the students learn that grammar
and semantics are inter-related, and
that they are important tools for them
to use consciously in order to make
coherent pieces of prose out of dif-
ferent sets of English sentences. In
short, they learn, first and foremost,
that writing is a thinking process.


